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Abstract
Visual question answering (Visual QA) has attracted significant attention these years.
While a variety of algorithms have been proposed, most of them are built upon different
combinations of image and language features as well as multi-modal attention and fusion.
In this paper, we investigate an alternative approach inspired by conventional QA systems
that operate on knowledge graphs. Specifically, we investigate the use of scene graphs
derived from images for Visual QA: an image is abstractly represented by a graph with
nodes corresponding to object entities and edges to object relationships. We adapt the
recently proposed graph network (GN) to encode the scene graph and perform structured
reasoning according to the input question. Our empirical studies demonstrate that scene
graphs can already capture essential information of images and graph networks have the
potential to outperform state-of-the-art Visual QA algorithms but with a much cleaner
architecture. By analyzing the features generated by GNs we can further interpret the
reasoning process, suggesting a promising direction towards explainable Visual QA.
1 Introduction
Scene understanding and reasoning has long been a core task that the computer vision com-
munity strives to advance. In recent years, we have witnessed significant improvement in
many representative sub-tasks such as object recognition and detection, in which the ma-
chines’ performance is on par or even surpasses humans’ [23, 24], motivating the commu-
nity to move toward higher-level sub-tasks such as visual captioning [2, 51, 68] and visual
question answering (Visual QA) [2, 3, 71, 78].
One key factor to the recent successes is the use of neural networks [20], especially the
convolutional neural network (CNN) [42] which captures the characteristics of human vision
systems and the presence of objects in a scene. An object usually occupies nearby pixels and
its location in the image does not change its appearance much, making CNNs, together with
region proposals [61], suitable models for object recognition and detection. Indeed, when
CNN [41] and R-CNN [19, 56] were introduced, we saw a leap in benchmarked performance.
Such a leap, however, has yet to be seen in high-level tasks. Taking Visual QA [3,
21, 38, 78] as an example, which takes an image and a question as inputs and outputs the
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Question: What is the boy holding?    Answer: A kite.
Human annotated scene graph
(Visual Genome)
Original image Machine generated scene graph
(Neural Motifs)
Figure 1: Scene graphs for Visual QA. We show the image, the human annotated graph [38], and the
machine generated graph [77]. The answer can clearly be reasoned from the scene graph.
answer. In the past four years there are over a hundred of publications, but the improvement
of the most advanced model over a simple multi-layer perceptron (MLP) baseline is merely
5∼ 7% [2, 27, 76]. Besides, the improvement is mostly built upon deep image and language
features [24, 25, 52], multi-modal fusion [6, 18], and attention [2, 71], not a fundamental
breakthrough like CNNs in object recognition.
Interestingly, if we take the visual input away from Visual QA, there has been a long
history of development in question answering (QA), especially on leveraging the knowledge
graphs (or bases) [8, 10, 48, 73, 75]. The basic idea is to represent the knowledge via entities
and their relationships and then query the structured knowledge during testing time. In the
vision community, we have also seen attempts to construct the so-called scene graph [31, 38]
that can describe a visual scene in a similar way to a knowledge graph [44, 45, 65, 67, 69,
77]. Nevertheless, we have not seen a notable improvement or comprehensive analysis in
exploiting the structured scene graph for Visual QA, despite the fact that several recent works
have started to incorporate it [7, 11, 43, 46, 59, 70].
There are multiple possible reasons. Firstly, we may not yet have algorithms to construct
high-quality scene graphs. Secondly, we may not yet have algorithms to effectively leverage
scene graphs. Thirdly, perhaps we do not explicitly need scene graphs for Visual QA: either
they do not offer useful information or existing algorithms have implicitly exploited them.
In this paper we aim to investigate these possible reasons. Specifically, we take advantage
of the recently published graph network (GN) [5], which offers a flexible architecture to
encode nodes (e.g., object entities and attributes), edges (e.g., object relationships), and
global graph properties as well as perform (iterative) structured computations among them.
By treating the question (and image) features as the input global graph properties and the
answer as the output global properties, GNs can be directly applied to incorporate scene
graphs and be learned to optimize the performance of Visual QA.
We conduct comprehensive empirical studies of GNs on the Visual Genome dataset [14,
38], which provides human annotated scene graphs. Recent algorithms on automatic scene
graph generation from images [44, 45, 65, 67, 69, 77] have also focused on Visual Genome,
allowing us to evaluate these algorithms using Visual QA as a down-stream task (see Fig. 1).
Our experiments demonstrate that human annotated or even automatically generated scene
graphs have already captured essential information for Visual QA. Moreover, applying GNs
without complicated attention and fusion mechanisms shows promising results but with a
much cleaner architecture. By analyzing the GN features along the scene graph we can
further interpret the reasoning process, making graph networks suitable models to leverage
scene graphs for Visual QA tasks.
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2 Related Work
Visual question answering (Visual QA). Visual QA requires comprehending and reason-
ing with visual and textual information. Existing algorithms mostly adopt the pipeline that
first extracts image and question features [30], followed by multi-modal fusion [6, 18] and
attention [2, 47, 71] to obtain multi-modal features to infer the answer. While achieving
promising results, it remains unclear if the models have been equipped with reasoning abil-
ities or solely rely on exploiting dataset biases. Indeed, the performance gain between a
simple MLP baseline and a complicated attention model is merely within 5∼ 7% [27]. The
improvement brought by newly proposed models usually lies within 0.5% [2, 6, 54].
Some new paradigms thus aim to better understand the intrinsic behavior of models [35].
One direction is to leverage object relationships for better scene understanding [32, 43, 46,
58, 59]. The other aims for interpretable Visual QA via neuro-symbolic learning [50, 62, 74],
developing symbolic functional programs to test machines’ reasoning capability in Visual
QA. Nevertheless, many of these works mainly experiment on synthetic data.
QA with knowledge bases. In conventional QA systems without visual inputs, exploiting
knowledge bases (KBs) [9, 17, 26] to store complex structured and unstructured information
so as to support combinatorial reasoning has been widely investigated [8, 10, 17, 48, 73, 75].
There are generally two kinds of KBs [17]: curated and extracted. Curated KBs, such as
Freebase [9] and YAGO2 [26], extract< entity− relationship− entity > triples from knowl-
edge sources like Wikipedia and WordNet [53]. Extracted KBs [4, 12], on the other hand,
extract knowledge in the form of natural language from millions of web pages.
The scene graph [31, 38] examined in our work could be seen as a form of curated KBs
that extracts triplets from images. Specifically, an image will be abstractly represented by
a set of object entities and their relationships. Some Visual QA works indeed extract scene
graphs followed by applying algorithms designed for reasoning on curated KBs [40, 64].
In our work we also exploit scene graphs, but apply the recently published graph networks
(GNs) [5] that can easily incorporate advanced deep features for entity and relationship rep-
resentations and allow end-to-end training to optimize overall performance.
Scene graphs. Lately, generating scene graphs from images has achieved notable progress
[39, 44, 55, 67, 69, 77]. As an abstraction of images, scene graphs have been shown to
improve image retrieval [31], generation [34], captioning [1, 22, 72], video understand-
ing [49, 63], and human object interaction [36].
Recent works on Visual QA [7, 11, 43, 46, 59, 70] and visual reasoning [33, 59] have
also begun to exploit scene graphs. However, they usually integrate multiple techniques
(e.g., scene graph generation, attention, multi-modal fusion) into one hybrid model to obtain
state-of-the-art performance. It is thus hard to conclude if scene graphs truly contribute to the
improvement. Indeed, in an early study [66] of the Visual Genome dataset, only 40% of the
questions could be answered exactly with the human annotated scene graphs, assuming that
the reasoning on the graphs is perfect1. This ratio is surprisingly low considering the detailed
knowledge encoded by scene graphs and the existing Visual QA models’ performance (e.g.,
> 50% [27]).
We therefore perform a systematic study on leveraging scene graphs without applying
specifically designed attention and fusion mechanisms. The results can then faithfully indi-
cate the performance gain brought by performing structured reasoning on scene graphs.
1In the study [66], a question is considered answerable by the scene graph if its answer exactly matches any
node or relationship names or their combinations from the scene graph.
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Figure 2: The GN-based Visual QA framework. The unfilled (filled) nodes, dashed (solid) edges, and
unfilled (filled) cuboids denote the un-updated (updated) features. The updated global features (filled
cuboid) are used to predict the answer.
3 Leveraging Scene Graphs for Visual QA
In this section we describe the graph network (GN) architecture [5] and how we apply it to
reason from a scene graph according to the input image and question for Visual QA. Fig. 2
gives an illustration of the GN-based Visual QA framework. In what follows, we first define
the Visual QA task and the scene graph, and then introduce a general Visual QA framework.
3.1 Problem definitions
A Visual QA model takes an image i and a related question q as inputs, and needs to output
the correct answer a. In this work, we consider the multiple-choice Visual QA setting [3, 14,
78], in which the model needs to pick the correct answer a from a set of K candidate answers
A= {a,d1, · · · ,dK−1}. dk is called a negative answer or decoy. Nevertheless, our model can
be easily extended into the open-ended setting with the answer embedding strategy [27].
We explicitly consider encoding the image i via a directed scene graph g = (V,E) [31].
The node set V = {vn}n=1:N contains N objects of the image, where each vn records an
object’s properties such as its name (e.g., a car or a person), attributes (e.g., colors, materials),
location, and size. The edge set E = {(em,sm,om)}m=1:M contains M pairwise relationships
between nodes, where em encodes the relationship name (e.g., on the top of); sm,om are the
indices of the subject and object nodes, respectively. For now let us assume that g is given
for every i. We note that N and M may vary among different images.
A general Visual QA model thus can be formulated as follows [14, 30],
aˆ= argmaxc∈A hθ (c, i,q,g), (1)
where c ∈ A is a candidate answer and hθ is a learnable scoring function on how likely c is
the correct answer of (i,q,g).
In Visual QA without the scene graph g, hθ (c, i,q) can be modeled by an MLP with the
concatenated features of (c, i,q) as the input. For example, [14, 30] represents c and q via the
average word vectors and i via CNN features. Alternatively, one can factorize hθ (c, i,q) by
γθ (αθ (i,q),βθ (c)), where αθ (i,q) is the joint image-question embedding and βθ (c) is the
answer embedding [27]. γθ measures the compatibility of the two embeddings, e.g., by inner
products. We denote the former as unfactorized models and the later as factorized models.
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In Visual QA with scene graphs, we must define hθ (c, i,q,g) so that it can take the nodes
V and edges E into account as well as maintain the permutation invariant characteristic of
a graph2. Moreover, hθ (c, i,q,g) must be able to reason from the graph g according to
(c, i,q). In the next subsection we introduce the graph network (GN), which provides a
flexible computational architecture to fulfill the requirements above.
3.2 Graph networks (GNs)
The graph network (GN) proposed in [5] defines a computational block (module) that per-
forms graph-to-graph mapping. That is, it takes a graph g= (u,V,E) as the input and outputs
an updated graph g′ = (u′,V ′,E ′), which has the same graphical structure but different en-
coded information (i.e., vn and em will be updated). The components u and u′ encode certain
global properties (features) of the graph. For example, in Visual QA, u can be used to encode
the image i and question q, while u′ can be used to predict the final answer a.
There are various ways to define the updating procedure, as long as it maintains permu-
tation invariant with respect to the graph. Here we describe a procedure that updates edges,
nodes, and global features in order. We will then discuss how this updating procedure is
particularly suitable for Visual QA with scene graphs.
Edge updates. The edge updating function f eθ is performed per edge m according to its
features (encoded information) em, the features of the subject and object nodes vsm and vom ,
and the global features u,
e′m = f
e
θ (em,vsm ,vom ,u). (2)
Node updates. The subsequent node updates first aggregate the information from incoming
edges of each node n,
e′n = φ
e→v(E ′n), (3)
where φ e→v is an aggregation function and E ′n = {(e′m,sm,om)}om=n is the set of incoming
edges. We then apply the node updating function f vθ to each node n,
v′n = f
v
θ (vn,e′n,u). (4)
Global updates. Finally, the global updating function f uθ is applied to update the global
features. It begins with aggregating the edge and node features,
e′ = φ e→u(E ′), (5)
v′ = φ v→u(V ′), (6)
where E ′ = {(e′m,sm,om)}m=1:M and V ′ = {v′n}n=1:N . The updated u′ is then computed by
u′ = f uθ (e′,v′,u). (7)
In our studies, we assume that u,vn,em (and u′,v′n,e′m) each can be represented by a
real vector. We make the following choices of aggregation and updating functions. The
aggregation functions φ e→v,φ e→u,φ v→u should be able to take various number of inputs
and must be permutation invariant with respect to the indices of their inputs. Representative
2That is, even we permute the indices of the nodes or edges, the output of hθ should be the same.
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options are element-wise average, sum, and max operations and we use element-wise average
in the paper. The resulting e′n, e′, and v′ are thus real vectors.
The updating functions f eθ , f
v
θ , and f
u
θ can be any learnable modules such as MLPs and
CNNs. In this paper, we apply MLPs with the concatenated features as the input. We note
that, all the updating functions are optimized simultaneously; all the edges and nodes share
the same updating functions f eθ and f
v
θ . More importantly, all the updating functions can be
shared across different graphs even if they have different structures.
The resulting graph g′ = (u′,V ′,E ′) then can be used to perform inference for tasks like
Visual QA, or serve as the input to a subsequent GN block.
3.3 GN-based Visual QA with scene graphs
We apply GNs to Visual QA with scene graphs for multiple reasons. First, GNs explicitly
consider the graph structures in its computations and can share the learned functions across
different graphs3. Second, by encoding the question features (as well as the image and can-
didate answer features) into the global graph features u, GNs directly supports reasoning on
graphs with appropriate choices of updating functions and procedures. Finally, GNs can be
easily incorporated into Eq. (1) and learned to optimize the overall Visual QA performance.
In the following we give more details.
Features. We encode q and c (a candidate answer) with averaged word vectors [52] and i
with CNN features [24], following [14, 27, 30]. We obtain the scene graph of each image
either via human annotation [38] or via automatic scene graph generation [77]. Ideally,
every node in a graph will be provided with a node name (e.g., car) and a set of attributes
(e.g., red, hatchback) and we represent each of them by the averaged word vectors. We then
concatenate them to be the node features vn. For edges that are provided with the relationship
name (e.g., on the top of), we again encode each em by the average word vectors. We note that
more advanced visual and natural language features [16] can be applied to further improve
the performance.
Learning unfactorized Visual QA models. We model the scoring function fθ (c, i,q,g) in
Eq. (1) as below,
fθ (c, i,q,g) = u′ s.t. (u′,V ′,E ′) = GN(u= [c, i,q],V,E), (8)
where [·] is a concatenation operation. That is, the output of the GN global updating function
f uθ is a scalar indicating whether c is the correct answer of the image-question pair. We learn
the parameters of the GN block to optimize the binary classification accuracy, following [30].
We note that, even if only u′ is being used to predict the answer, all the three updating
functions will be learned jointly according to the updating procedures in Sect. 3.2.
Learning factorized Visual QA models. We can further factorize fθ (c, i,q,g) in Eq. (1)
by γθ (αθ (i,q,g),βθ (c)) [27]. Specifically, we model αθ (i,q,g) by a GN block, βθ (c) by an
MLP, and γθ by another MLP following [15],
αθ (i,q,g) = u′ s.t. (u′,V ′,E ′) = GN(u= [i,q],V,E), (9)
βθ (c) = c′ s.t. c′ =MLP(c),
fθ (c, i,q,g) = γθ (u′,c′) =MLP([c′,u′, |c′−u′|,c′ ∗u′]),
3Different images may have different scene graphs with varied numbers of nodes and edges.
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where ∗ indicates element-wise product. The factorized model offers faster training and
inference and can be used for the open-ended setting directly: the GN block will be computed
just once for an image-question pair no matter how many candidate answers are considered.
4 Experiments
4.1 Setup
Visual QA dataset. We conduct experiments on the Visual Genome (VG) [38] dataset.
VG contains 101,174 images annotated with in total 1,445,322 (i,q,a) triplets. Chao et
al. [14] further augment each triplet with 6 auto-generated decoys (incorrect answers) and
split the data into 727K/283K/433K triplets for training/validation/testing, named qaVG.
Following [14, 27], we evaluate the accuracy of picking the correct answer from 7 candidates.
Scene graphs. We evaluate both human annotated and machine generated scene graphs. VG
directly provides human-annotated graphs [38], and we obtain machine generated ones by
the start-of-the-art Neural Motifs (NM) [77]. Since the released NM model is trained from
a different data split of qaVG, we re-train the model from scratch using the training images
of qaVG. One key difference between the ground-truth and MotifsNet graphs is that the first
ones provide both object names and attributes for nodes, while the later only provide names.
Baseline methods. We compare with the unfactorized MLP models [14, 30] and the fac-
torized fPMC(MLP) and fPMC(SAN) [27] models. SAN stands for stacked attention net-
works [71]. We note that, while the MLP model is extremely simple, it is only outperformed
by fPMC(SAN) with layers of attentions by 5%.
Variants of our models. We denote the unfactorized GN model in Eq. (8) as U-GN and
the factorized GN model in Eq. (9) as F-GN. We compare different combinations of input
global features u (i.e., [c, i,q], [c,q] for U-GN and [i,q], [q] for F-GN) with or without image
features. We also compare different node features, with or without attributes. Finally, we
consider removing edges (i.e., all nodes are isolated) or even removing the whole graph (i.e.,
Visual QA using the global features only).
Implementation details. We have briefly described the features in Sect. 3.3. We apply
300-dimensional word vectors [52] to represent q, c (a candidate answer), node names, node
attributes, and edge (relationship) names. If a node has multiple attributes, we again average
their features. We apply ResNet-152 [24] to extract the 2,048-dimensional image features.
We perform `2 normalization to each features before inputting them to the updating functions.
For the GN block, we implement each updating function by a one-hidden-layer MLP
whose architecture is a fully-connected (FC) layer followed by batch normalization [29],
ReLU, Dropout (0.5) [60], and another FC layer. The hidden layer is 8,192-dimensional. For
f vθ and f
e
θ , we keep the output size the same as the input. For f
u
θ , U-GN has a 1-dimensional
output while F-GN has a 300-dimensional output. For F-GN, βθ and γθ are implemented
by the same MLP architecture as above with a 8,192-dimensional hidden layer. βθ has a
300-dimensional output while γθ has a 1-dimensional output.
We learn both U-GN and F-GN using the binary classification objective (i.e., if c is the
correct answer or not). We use the Adam optimizer [37] with an initial learning rate 10−3
and a batch size 100. We divide the learning rate by 10 whenever the validation accuracy
decreases. We train for at most 30 epochs and pick the best model via the validation accuracy.
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Table 1: Visual QA accuracy (%) on qaVG with unfactorized and factorized models. Input: global
features. NM: neural motifs [77] graphs. For U-GN and F-GN, we always consider the relationship
names on edges except for the no graph case. We note that fPMC(SAN) uses LSTM [25] to encode
questions and fPMC(SAN?) additionally uses it to encode answers.
(a) Unfactorized models
Methods Input Accuracy
MLP [14] i, q, c 58.5
HieCoAtt [14] i, q, c 57.5
Attntion [14] i, q, c 60.1
U-GN (No graphs)
- q, c 43.3
- i, q, c 58.3
U-GN (NM graphs)
Name q, c 57.9
Name i, q, c 60.5
U-GN (VG graphs)
Name q, c 60.5
Name i, q, c 61.9
Name + Attr q, c 62.2
Name + Attr i, q, c 62.6
(b) Factorized models
Methods Input Accuracy
fPMC(MLP) [27] i, q, c 57.7
fPMC(SAN) [27] i, q, c 62.6
fPMC(SAN?) [27] i, q, c 63.4
F-GN (No graphs)
- q, c 44.8
- i, q, c 59.4
F-GN (NM graphs)
Name q, c 57.6
Name i, q, c 60.0
F-GN (VG graphs)
Name q, c 60.1
Name i, q, c 60.7
Name + Attr q, c 61.9
Name + Attr i, q, c 62.5
4.2 Main results
We summarize the main results in Table 1, in which we compare our U-GN and F-GN
models to existing models on multiple-choice Visual QA. Both U-GN (NM graphs) and
F-GN (VG graphs) outperform existing unfactorized methods, while F-GN (VG graphs) is
outperformed by fPMC(SAN?) by 1%. We note that fPMC(SAN) uses LSTM [25] to encode
questions and fPMC(SAN?) additionally uses it to encode answers. We thus expect that our
GN models to have improved performance with better language features.
We then analyze different variants of our models. Comparing U-GN (No graphs) to U-
GN (VG graphs) and U-GN (NM graphs), we clearly see the benefit brought by leveraging
scene graphs. Specifically, even without the image features (i.e., input = q, c), U-GN (NM
graphs) and U-GN (VG graphs) can already be on par or even surpass U-GN (No graphs)
with input image features, suggesting that scene graphs, even automatically generated by
machines, indeed encode essential visual information for Visual QA.
By further analyzing U-GN (VG graphs) and U-GN (NM graphs), we found that includ-
ing node attributes always improve the performance, especially when no image features are
used. We suggest that future scene graph generation should also predict node attributes.
We observe similar trends when applying the F-GN model.
GNs without edges. We study the case where edges are removed and nodes are isolated:
no edge updates are performed; node and global updates do not consider edge features. The
result with F-GN (VG graphs) is 61.3%, compared to 62.5% in Table 1, justifying the need
to take the relationships between nodes into account for Visual QA.
Stacked GNs. We investigate stacking multiple GN blocks for performance improvement.
We stack two GN blocks: the updated edges and nodes of the first GN block are served as
the inputs to the second one. The intuition is that the messages will pass through the scene
graph with one more step to support complicated reasoning. When paired with stacked GNs,
F-GN (VG graphs) achieves a gain of +0.4% in overall accuracy compared to 62.5%.
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Table 2: Visual QA accuracy (%) on different question types. VG: Visual Genome [38] graphs. NM:
neural motifs [77] graphs. NG: no graphs. N: node names. A: node attributes.
Question type What Color Where Number How Who When Why Overall
Percentage (46%) (14%) (17%) (8%) (3%) (5%) (4%) (3%) (100%)
U-GN
NG + (q, c) 40.3 50.6 36.2 52.0 41.1 37.6 83.2 39.5 43.3
NG + (i, q, c) 57.8 59.5 59.1 55.5 45.4 56.6 84.6 48.3 58.3
NM(N) + (i, q, c) 59.4 58.2 60.3 63.4 54.3 66.6 85.3 48.1 60.5
VG(N) + (q, c) 61.6 54.0 62.4 58.6 45.9 63.9 83.2 50.3 60.5
VG(N) + (i, q, c) 61.1 61.4 62.3 59.4 54.3 67.5 85.3 48.9 61.9
VG(N, A) + (i, q, c) 61.4 63.8 62.6 61.5 54.8 67.5 84.8 49.6 62.6
F-GN
NG + (q, c) 41.4 52.6 38.7 53.4 42.2 39.2 83.4 40.2 44.8
NG + (i, q, c) 58.7 61.0 60.4 57.4 47.1 57.6 85.8 49.8 59.4
NM(N) + (i, q, c) 58.7 60.8 60.4 60.1 47.2 61.8 84.8 49.0 60.0
VG(N) + (q, c) 60.9 53.6 62.0 58.1 46.2 63.3 83.7 50.9 60.1
VG(N) + (i, q, c) 60.2 60.4 61.8 58.5 47.4 63.8 85.1 49.6 60.7
VG(N, A) + (i, q, c) 61.0 64.4 62.4 58.8 48.2 64.2 85.6 51.2 62.5
4.3 Analysis
We provide detailed results on qaVG with different question types in Table 2. We found that
without input image features, scene graphs with node names significantly improve all ques-
tion types but “when”, which needs holistic visual features. Even with image features, scene
graphs with node names can still largely improve the “what”, “who”, and “number” types;
the former two take advantage of node names while the later takes advantage of number of
nodes. Adding the node attributes specifically benefits the “color” type. Overall, the VG
graphs are of higher quality than NM graphs except for the “number” type. We surmise that
well-trained object detectors adopted in [77] can capture smaller objects easily while human
annotators might focus on salient ones.
Qualitative results. Fig. 3 shows several qualitative examples. Specifically, we only show
nodes and edges that have higher `2 norms after updates. We see that GN-based Visual QA
models (U-GN) can implicitly attend to nodes and edges related to the questions, revealing
the underlying reasoning process.
5 Conclusion
In this paper we investigate if scene graphs can facilitate Visual QA. We apply the graph net-
work (GN) that can naturally encode information on graphs and perform structured reason-
ing. Our experimental results demonstrate that scene graphs, even automatically generated
by machines, can definitively benefit Visual QA if paired with appropriate models like GNs.
Specifically, leveraging scene graphs largely increases the Visual QA accuracy on questions
related to counting, object presence and attributes, and multi-object relationships. We expect
that the GN-based model can be further improved by incorporating image features on nodes
as well as advanced multi-modal fusion and attention mechanisms.
Acknowledgements. The computational resources are supported by the Ohio Supercom-
puter Center (PAS1510) [13].
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VG: Two. NM: Two.
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VG: Tracks. NM: Tracks.(b)
(e) (f)
(c)
Q: Why are they running?
VG: Racing. NM: Racing.
Fu
ll
Fi
lte
re
d
(d)
Q: What is covering the ground?
VG: Snow. NM: Snow.
Figure 3: Qualitative results (better viewed in color). We show the original scene graphs (full) and
the filtered ones by removing updated nodes and edges with smaller `2 norms. Correct answers are in
green and incorrect predictions are in red. VG: Visual Genome [38] graphs. NM: neural motifs [77]
graphs. GN-based Visual QA models can implicitly attend to nodes and edges that are related to the
questions (e.g., kite and holding in (a), tracks in (b), racing and riding in (c), and snow and ground in
(d)). The failure case with NM graphs in (e) is likely due to that no node attributes are provided. The
challenge of Visual QA in (f) is the visual common sense: how to connect a coarse-grained term (e.g.,
equipment) with fine-grained terms (e.g., laptop, audio device and so on). Zoom in for details.
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Supplementary Material
In this Supplementary Material, we provide details omitted in the main text.
• Section A: Implementation details (Sect. 4.1 of the main text).
• Section B: Additional experimental results (Sect. 4.2 and Sect. 4.3 of the main text).
A Implementation Details
In this section, we provide more details about the configuration of scene graph generation,
scene graph encoding, the stacked GN model, and the corresponding training procedures.
A.1 Configuration of scene graph generation
Human annotated scene graph. We leverage the ground truth scene labels of the Visual
Genome (VG) dataset [38] as our human annotated scene graphs4.
Machine generated scene graph. The commonly used data split of scene graph generation
research is different from qaVG [14]5. Thus we retrain the start-of-the-art Neural Motifs
(NM) [77] model only using the training images from qaVG. Specifically, we retrain both
object detector and relationship classifier of the NM to ensure the model never uses testing
images for training. We run the well-trained NM model on qaVG to obtain the machine
generated scene graph by removing entities (<0.2) and relationships (<0.1) with small prob-
abilities. We show the scene graph detection performance in Table 3.
Table 3: Scene graph detection accuracy (%) using recall@K metrics. The released NM model [77]
is evaluated on the split of [67]. Our retrained NM model is evaluated on the split of qaVG [14].
We can see that the machine generated scene graph from the retrained NM model achieves satisfied
performance.
Models R@20 R@50 R@100
Released [77] 21.7 27.3 30.5
Retrained (ours) 21.5 27.5 30.6
A.2 Scene graph encoding
As mentioned in Sect. 4.1 of the main text, we extract corresponding features to represent
nodes, edges, and global. To represent image i, we extract the activations from the penulti-
mate layer of the ResNet-152 [24] pretrained on ImageNet [57] and average them to obtain
a 2,048-dimentional feature representation. The question q, candidate c, node names, node
attributes, and edge names are represented as the average word to vector [52] embeddings.
Specifically, we remove punctuation, change all characters to lowercases, and convert all
integer numbers within [0, 10] to words before computing word to vector. We use ‘UNK’ to
represent out-of-vocabulary (OOV) word. Finally, the NM scene graph can be represented as
4The VG scene graphs are obtained from https://visualgenome.org/without any modifications.
5The qaVG follows the same data split of Visual Genome dataset for Visual QA task.
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300-dimentional nodes and 300-dimentional edges embeddings, and the VG scene graph has
600-dimentional nodes and 300-dimentional edges representations. To enable better gener-
alization on unseen datasets, we fix all the visual and language features in our experiments.
All individual features are `2 normalized before concatenation.
A.3 Stacked GNs
We provide more details about stacked GNs. As mentioned in Sect. 4.2 of the main paper,
the overall accuracy could be improved with respect to the number of GN blocks. Here, we
propose one design choice of the stacked GNs as below,
(u,V ′,E ′) = GN f eθ , f vθ (u,V,E), (10)
(u′,V ′′,E ′′) = GN f eθ , f vθ , f uθ (u,V
′,E ′),
where the first GN block only performs edge and node updating, and the updated properties
will be served as the inputs of the second one. Finally, the resulting global feature u′ can be
used to perform inference in Visual QA. Similarly, multiple GN blocks can be stacked in such
manner. We expect varied designs of multi-layer GN could be proposed for performance
improvement, such as jointly learning global feature within the latent GN blocks and making
GN blocks recurrent.
A.4 Optimization
For all above models, we train for at most 30 epochs using stochastic gradient optimization
with Adam [37]. The initial learning rate is 10−3, which is divided by 10 after M epochs.
We turn the M on the validation set and choose the best model via validation performance.
Within each mini-batch, we sample 100 (i,q,a) triplets. In order to prevent unbalanced
training6, we follow the sampling strategy suggested by Chao et al. [14]. We randomly
choose to use QoU-decoys or IoU-decoys for each triplet as negative samples when training.
Then the binary classifier is trained on top of the target and 3 decoys for each triplet. That is,
100 triplets in the each mini-batch related to 400 samples with binary labels. In the testing
stage, we evaluate the performance of picking the correct answer from all 7 candidates.
B Additional Results
In this section, we provide more qualitative results. In Fig. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, we show the original
scene graphs (full) and the filtered ones by removing updated nodes and edges with smaller
`2 norms. Correct answers are in green and incorrect predictions are in red. VG: Visual
Genome [38] graphs. NM: neural motifs [77] graphs.
6In qaVG [14], each (i,q) pair contains 3 QoU-decoys (incorrect answers), 3 IoU-decoys (incorrect answers),
and 1 target (correct answer). The machine tends to predict the dominant label if the training is performed among
all samples.
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VG: In the middle. NM: In the middle.
Q: Where is the blue building?
(a)
VG: Tree. NM: Trees.
Q: What is in the background?
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d
(b)
VG Scene Graph NM Scene Graph
Figure 4: Qualitative results. (a) Both VG and NM graphs can attend to the building in the
middle. (b) The models can attend to the trees behind the foreground objects.
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NM Scene Graph
NM: Right hand.
NM: On the plate.
NM Scene Graph
1
VG Scene Graph
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VG: Right hand.
Q: What hand is the man using to hold phone?
(a)
VG: On the plate.
Q: Where are the pieces of fruit?
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d
(b)
VG Scene Graph
Figure 5: Qualitative results. (a) Both two scene graphs show the location and relationships
of the phone. (b) Both VG and NM graphs attend to the location of the fruits.
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VG: Brown and white. NM: Brown and white.
Q: What color are the giraffes?
(a)
VG: Walking. NM: Walking.
Q: What are the elephants doing?
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(b)
VG Scene Graph NM Scene Graph
Figure 6: Qualitative results. (a) Both VG and NM graphs attend to the giraffes. Even
without color attributes, the NM scene graph may learn the colors through overall image
features. (b) VG graph clearly captures walking near and NM graph attends to elephants.
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VG: Two. NM: Two.
Q: How many skis?
(a)
VG: A skateboard. NM: A skateboard.
Q: What is the man on?
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(b)
VG Scene Graph NM Scene Graph
Figure 7: Qualitative results. (a) Both two graphs capture two skis from the full scene graphs.
(b) VG graph attends to the relationship skateboarding on and NM graph attends to boy on
skateboard.
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VG: A tennis racquet. NM: A net.
Q: What is the ball in the vicinity of?
(a)
VG: To put food inside. NM: To put food inside.
Q: Why is the oven open? A: Checking on progress.
Fu
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d
(b)
VG Scene Graph NM Scene Graph
Figure 8: Failure cases. (a) VG scene graph attends to heads toward and tennis racket to
predict the correct answer while NM graph fails because of lacking such high level semantic
annotations. (b) The model needs to understand the interaction between the person and the
food inside the oven, which is a hard case.
